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Urban Forests in an Era of Serious Water 
Conservation

Western Tree 
Management 
Symposium

Jan. 23, 2014

L. R. Costello   

Oracle Oak LLC

Mediterranean climate: cool, wet 
winters and warm, dry summers
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Water: a limited resource in CaliforniaWater: a limited resource in California
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Can’t afford to waste water 
when irrigating landscapes

ETETCC = K= KCC x ETx ET00

Crop Evapotranspiraton (ETCrop Evapotranspiraton (ETCC) = ) = 

Estimating Water Needs

Crop coefficient (KCrop coefficient (KCC) x Reference Evapotranspiration (ET) x Reference Evapotranspiration (ET00))
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Reference ET (ET0) is measured at 
different locations throughout 
California

CIMIS CIMIS 
StationStation 125 stations 

in California

Cool season turf

Estimating ET for 
warm and cool 
season turf

ETt = 0.6 x ET0

ETt = 0.6 x 7.5 = 4.5 inches

ETt = 0.8 x ET0

Ett = 0.8 x 7.5 = 6.0 inches

Warm season turf
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Irrigation Scheduling

Many factors to consider, but need 
to start with an estimate of plant 
needs.
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EVAPOTRANSPIRATION (ET)

• Evaporation: from soil and p
leaf surfaces

• Transpiration: upward 
movement of water through 
the plant

• Rate governed by:
– temperature, relative 

humidity and wind
– species factors
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Golden Gate Park, SF         ETGolden Gate Park, SF         ET00 (July) = 4.6 in(July) = 4.6 in

Reference ET varies across 
California 

Balboa Park, San DiegoBalboa Park, San Diego

ETET00 (July) = 5.8 in(July) = 5.8 in

Need to se a representati eNeed to use a representative 
value for your location

Golden Gate Park, SF         ETGolden Gate Park, SF         ET00 (July) = 4.6 in(July) = 4.6 in
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California 
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Crop CoefficientsCrop Coefficients

Deciduous orchards     0.50 - 0.97

Deciduous orchard w/ cover crop  .98 - 1.27/ p

Grapes 0.60 - 0.80

Citrus 0.65

Cool season turf 0.80

Warm season turf 0.60

Wine Grapes

ETC = 0.80 x ET0

ETC= 0.8 x 7.5 = 6.0 inches
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ETL = KL x ET0

KL = landscape coefficient

ET0 = reference evapotranspiration

Citrus Kc = 0.65

Sacramento ET0 = 8.6 in

ETC = 0.65 x 8.6 = 5.6 in

KL = 0.3 x 1.2 x 1.0 = .36   

ETL = 0.36 x 8.6 = 3.1 in

How many gallons?
3 i f i f3.1 in x sq ft x conversion factor

3.1 in x 100 sq ft x 0.62 = 192 gal
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Water Deficit InjuryWater Deficit Injury

Water deficit symptoms range from wilt to tree death.Water deficit symptoms range from wilt to tree death.

Increasing irrigation amountIncreasing irrigation amount
Water stressedWater stressed Not water stressedNot water stressed

Water deficit reduces growth rate and causes 
undersized leaves and shoots.

g gg g
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Leaf necrosisLeaf necrosis Leaf drop and stem diebackLeaf drop and stem dieback

Extended water deficit 
can result in whole tree 
decline
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Water deficits can lead to pest problems!Water deficits can lead to pest problems!

Situations where trees may need to be irrigatedSituations where trees may need to be irrigated

Species variability
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Many California native trees have very low irrigation requirements

Gary Watson, Morton Arboretum
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Drought Deciduous --- Blue oak 

http://ucanr.edu/sites/wucols/
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Avoid mixing species Avoid mixing species 
with substantially with substantially 
different water different water 
requirements.requirements.

Lots of variability in Lots of variability in 
urban soils!urban soils!
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SSFSSF

Although some urban sites have favorable soils, some have soils that Although some urban sites have favorable soils, some have soils that 
are unfavorable for urban treesare unfavorable for urban trees

DavisDavis

Esprit ParkEsprit Park
San MateoSan Mateo

With deep soils, roots can With deep soils, roots can 
extract water from greater extract water from greater 

il l dil l dsoil volumes and soil volumes and 
irrigation needs are irrigation needs are 
lower.lower.
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Many species perform well without summer irrigation ---
if the soil is not restrictive

Redwood Shores
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Many locations with restrictive soilsMany locations with restrictive soils

Medians can have similar conditions
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They look the same 
right now, but what 
will the picture 
look like in a year 
or two?
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Cork oak in median

After summer irrigation
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Structural SoilsStructural Soils

Soil volume may be only 20% of the mix Soil volume may be only 20% of the mix 
volume.  Limited soil volume limits water volume.  Limited soil volume limits water 
availability.availability.

Trees in high evaporative settings and restrictive soils
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Surface Surface 
barriers barriers 
impede impede water water 
infiltration.infiltration.

Many street trees have surface barriers yet perform well 
without summer irrigation!
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Lots of examples!

Fill soils can reduce 
water infiltration ---
leading to water deficits
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RRoot oot cutting leads to water cutting leads to water deficitdeficit

Plenty of cases!
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Magnolia grandiflora before Magnolia grandiflora before 
trenching….trenching….

…and 3 months after trenching.…and 3 months after trenching.

Injury associated with 
root loss during 
development can be 
minimized by irrigation
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Photos courtesy of James MacNair
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2 years later --- with good water and pest 
management

NewlyNewly--planted container stockplanted container stock
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Trouble: trees with large canopies planted in windy locationsTrouble: trees with large canopies planted in windy locations

ContainersContainers
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Soil volume is not Soil volume is not 
large enough to retain large enough to retain 
sufficient water to sufficient water to 
meet the needs of meet the needs of 
these London plane these London plane 
trees. trees. 

Water deficit by design (i.e., poor design)Water deficit by design (i.e., poor design)

Irrigation may be needed in cases where water has been 
diverted away from established trees
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Water quality needs to be 
considered in quantity 
estimates

Lombardy Poplar

Alder

London plane BirchCoast Redwood

Irrigation systems have limitations!
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Mulch will substantially reduce evaporative water loss from soils

Questions?Questions?
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Diagnoses need to be accurate.Diagnoses need to be accurate.
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Irrigation is critical for transplantsIrrigation is critical for transplants

Leaf drop after transplantingLeaf drop after transplanting …regrowth 3 years later…regrowth 3 years later
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Water = limited resource in CAWater = limited resource in CA

Early fall color: Chinese pistache in AugustEarly fall color: Chinese pistache in August
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NewlyNewly--planted container stockplanted container stock


